personal fit system

We know how important fit and comfort are, so we incorporate our patented Personal Fit Systems into most Zeagle BCs. This system of modular, interchangeable components allows your Zeagle BC to be custom tailored, not just to fit your body, but to fit your style of diving as well.

Made in America Custom BC's

Custom BC’s are made in our factory in Zephyrhills, FL. Set yourself apart from the crowd! Let Zeagle make a unique BC for you. Contact your dealer or go to www.zeagle.com for more information about the custom BC program.

recreational

These BC’s, while light in weight, feature Zeagle’s legendary rugged construction. Designed for single cylinder use.

Zena 7401RK
- Sleek, streamlined comfort.
- 24 lb Ripcord
- 20 lb releasable rear weight system.
- 34 lb lift capacity bladder.
- Designed by women for women.

NEW! Zeus 7409VK
- Unique streamlined zipper front panel for easy donning.
- Multiple D-rings for mounting accessories or other gear
- 24 lb lift bladder
- 20 lb capacity Zip Touch weight system

(Shown with optional pouch. See page 7 for details)
recreational cont.

LaZer 7405RK
- Full-featured, comfortable BC.
- 24 lb Ripcord
- 20 lb releasable rear weight system.
- 35 lb lift capacity bladder.
- Designed for women.

NEW! Eden 7209VK
Classic woman’s BC.
- Made from 420 denier rip stop nylon
- 34 lb lift bladder
- 20 lb capacity releasable rear weight system
- 2 large zipper utility pockets
- Lightweight - 5 lbs

Stiletto 7104RK
- Great travel system capable of cold water or dry suit use.
- Full featured and rugged.
- 24 lb Ripcord
- 20 lb releasable rear weight system.
- 35 lb lift capacity bladder.

Scout 7108VK
- Sturdy, lightweight system.
- 20 lb releasable rear weight system.
- 24 lb lift capacity bladder.
- Packs up super small for travel.

NEW! Escape 7105PK
- Compact design for warm or cold water use.
- With new 20 lb EZ Lock pull out weight system.
- 20 lb releasable rear weight system.
- 35 lb lift capacity bladder.
- Great for travel.

NEW! Bx System
Included on all BCs with Bx Power Inflator or Octo-Z. Bx Coupler connects to Standard Garden Hose for easy flushing of BC Bladder.

For detailed information on all of our products go to www.zeagle.com.
tech & specialized

Zeagle builds a variety of advanced buoyancy systems for technical, public safety, and military diving. These models have 36 lb Ripcord and 20 lb releasable rear weight systems. 65 lb lift capacity bladders. Twin cylinder capable. Super durable ballistic nylon construction.

911 7607RK
Special features developed for public safety diving include reflective trim and SOLAS standard symbols on buckles. Unique pocket for long octopus hose storage on each bladder wing, also includes a split saddle harness.

SAR 7807RK
Same features as the 911, with an Integral Air-Sea lifting harness.

Tech 7707RK
Designed with the serious technical diver in mind.
- 1050 denier ballistic nylon construction
- 11” spaced grommets for mounting twin cylinder backplates
- PFS shoulder sizing
- 65 lb lift Ballistic bladder
- Six 1” stainless steel D-rings on backplate
- Four 2” stainless steel D-rings on shoulders, two adjustable
- Four 2” stainless steel D-rings on Vest
- Single or twin cylinder capability
- Adjustable sternum strap.

heavy duty

These Zeagle BC’s feature twin cylinder capability, nylon construction, legendary durability, and are completely modular, so you can adjust features and buoyancy to meet your diving needs. 36 lb Ripcord and 20 lb ditchable rear weight systems. 44 lb lift capacity bladders. Large utility pockets and 6 Stainless Steel D-rings standard.

Ranger 7907RK
Incredibly comfortable and rugged. This is the BC that leads the way.

NEW! Ranger LTD 7909RK
The New LTD now comes standard in Smoke Gray.
- Zip-mount accessory zippers on each side of bladder
- Unique tuck-away mesh pouch on front of cummerbund.
- Extra lumbar padding
- Extra D-rings on vest
- Includes a pair of mesh weight pouches

Plus-
- New Super Duty Airlock buckles
- Harness type webbing
- New Threading arrangement for easy adding of D-rings and accessories on shoulder
- Right-hand shoulder dump also acts as additional safety overpressure valve.
NEW! Express Tech BC 7709NK
The Express Tech is an ultra light weight, super compact traveling BC pack with features never before found in a rig this small. The system comes standard with a 24 pound compact bladder with elastic retractors to keep its’ profile small. The Express Tech BC system, complete ready to dive, weighs in at approximately 4.5 pounds and packs up amazingly small. An optional pad kit (p/n # 7299) is available to increase comfort at the shoulders and back.

NEW! Express Tech Pad Kit 7299
Adds comfort at the shoulders and back.

NEW! Express Tech Backplate 7759
Lightweight and versatile polymer reinforced backplate.

Backplate Systems w/ Harness
519-BPSH Standard Stainless Steel
519-BPSH-BA Standard Black
Anodized Aluminum
NEW! 519-BPDH-09 Deluxe Stainless Steel
NEW! 519-BPDH-BA-09 Deluxe Black
Anodized Aluminum

Back Plates Only
519-BP01BA Black Anodized Aluminum
519-BP01S Stainless Steel
519-BP01T Titanium

Twin Bands Twin Cylinder
519-TB08 8” Tank 519-TB07 7.25” tank

Mounting Plates
Twin Cylinder/Pair 519-TCMP
Attaches twin cylinders to twin-capable Zeagle BC

Bolt Kits
519-BK55 5.5” Bolts
519-BK65 6.5” Bolts

Back Pad 519-PAD01

NEW! Lumbar Pad for Zeus/Zena 7275Z-9
Adds comfort and stability

Lumbar Pad 7275F
Adds comfort and stability
Fits most Zeagle BCs

For detailed information on all of our products go to www.zeagle.com.
A wide variety of Zeagle bladder systems are available, with capacities ranging from 35 lbs of lift to dual redundant 85 lb lift bladders in a single cover. Go to www.zeagle.com to view all available bladders.

**NEW! 360 Donut 7010BP**
- 1000 Denier textured nylon
- 44 lb lift

**Pro Expansion Bladder Assembly 7014BP**
- 37 lb lift

**Manta Wing Bladder Assembly 7014DR**
- 50 lb lift
- 7014DRL 65 lb lift

**Retractable HD Nylon Bladder Assembly 7030HDBP**
- 35 lb lift

**Big Bertha Redundant Bladder Assembly 7724BP**
- Dual 85 lb lift

**Little Bertha Redundant Bladder Assembly 7725BP**
- Dual 55 lb lift

**NEW! 65 lb Donut Bladder Assembly 7065BP**
- Dual 65 lb lift inner bladder with cordura outer bag.
weight systems

Zip Touch 519-WS120
- For use on backplates
- 20 lb capacity

RipCord 519-WS130RC
- For use on backplates
- 30 lb capacity

Rear Weight System Pair 8051Z
- Zipper Closure
- Releasable
- 20 lb total capacity
- For use with many older Zeagle BCs

bc accessories

Tech Utility Pocket 8033
- 6” x 9” x 2.5”
- 2 zippered compartments
- Ballistic Nylon

Clip Pocket 8033CC
- Mounts on Zeagle BC Waist Pocket
- Clip Closure
- Cordura Nylon

Sport Pocket 8033P
- 6” x 9” x 2.5”
- 1 zippered compartment
- Cordura Nylon
- Available in five colors. BK, NY, BU, GP, TL

NEW! Zeus & Zena Utility Pocket 8033C
- 6” x 9” x 2.5”
- 1 zippered compartment
- Cordura Nylon
- Available in 6 colors. BK, BU, GP, NY, TL, NP

Trim Weight Pouch 8050S (Individual)
- Velcro Closure
- 6 lb capacity

Quick Pocket 8033QP
- Mounts on any Zeagle BC
- Expandable Mesh
- Cordura Nylon

Spare Air Pocket 8055L
- Mounts on Any Zeagle BC
- Cordura Nylon

Quick Release Weight Pouches
- 8042 12 lb Capacity
- 8043 18 lb Capacity

For detailed information on all of our products go to www.zeagle.com.